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 The Journal ov Symbolic Logic

 Volume 72. Number 3. Sept. 2007

 A NOTE ON Si-MAXIMAL MODELS

 A. CORD?N-FRANCO. A. FERN?NDEZ-MARGARIT. AND F. F. LARA-MART?N

 Abstract. Let T be a recursive theory in the language of first order Arithmetic. We prove that if T

 extends: (a) the scheme of parameter free A]-minimization (plus exp). or (bj the scheme of parameter free

 Hi -induction, then there are no Zi -maximal models with respect to T. As a consequence, we obtain a new

 proof of an unpublished theorem of Jeff Paris stating that L] -maximal models with respect to IAq + exp

 do not satisfy the scheme of 11-collection BEi.

 ?1. The main result. We work in the usual language of first order Arithmetic
 J2? = {0,1. + .-.<}. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of
 first order Arithmetic (we recommend the texts [4] and [6] for a detailed introduction
 to the subject). This note is motivated by the following question posed by Zofia
 Adamowicz:

 Problem 1. Do Si -maximal models with respect to IAo + exp satisfy Si -collection!

 We say that 51 is Si-maximal with respect to (w.r.t.) a theory T if 21 |= T, and,
 for every ^B |= T,

 2l-<o33 =>2l-<i ?.

 The notion of a Si-maximal model is the arithmetic counterpart of the classic
 model-theoretic concept of an existentially closed model. Observe that Si-maximal
 models w.r.t. IAo + exp do exist. In fact, it is well-known (see, e.g., remark 1.2
 of [2]) that if T ? IT then every model of T can be 0-elementary extended to
 a Si-maximal model w.r.t. T. Concerning Problem 1, Adamowicz first observed
 that there are Si-maximal models w.r.t. IA0 + exp in which Si-collection fails; and
 Paris obtained a complete answer to the problem (unpublished) by proving that
 Si-collection fails in every Si-maximal model w.r.t. IAo + exp. In this note we
 present a new proof of Paris' result. Indeed, we shall obtain a more general result:
 Si-maximal models w.r.t. IAo + exp do not satisfy the scheme of minimization for
 parameter free Ai-formulas LAp

 Main Theorem. Let T be a recursive theory and let 21 be a "L\-maximal model
 w.r.t. T. Then 21 is not a model o/LAj" + exp.

 Taking T = IA0 -f- exp, we obtain Paris' result since BSi = LAi h LA[".
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 A NOTE ON I,-MAXIMAL MODELS  1073

 Proof of the Main Theorem. By contradiction, assume that 2? is a model of
 LAj" + exp. We first need the following two general properties of ?j-maximal
 models.

 Lemma 1. IfQl is H\-maximal w.r.t. T, then 21 is also T,\-maximal w.r.t. the Yl\
 consequences of T, Th\\x(T).

 Proof of Lemma 1. Let 03 be a model of Thul (T) satisfying 21 -<0 03. We must
 show that 21 -<i 03. Since <B |= 7%n, (T), there is f= T such that <B -<0 <? and
 hence 21 ~<o ? Since 21 is Si-maximal w.r.t. T, 21 -<i <?. But it is immediate to verify
 that it follows from 21 -<0 03 -<0 ? and 21 -<! that 21 -<{ 03. H

 Lemma 2. 7/21 ?s ^-maximal w.r.t. T. then T + ?>n0(2l) h 77^(21).
 Proof of Lemma 2. Recall that Z)n0(2l) stands for the no-diagram of 21. and

 77^(21) stands for the set of all ^-sentences valid in 21. Let 03 be a model of
 T + ?>n0(2l). Then, there exists ? ^ 03 satisfying 21 -<0 ? and ? |= r- Since 21 is Si
 maximal w.r.t. T, 21 ^i ?, and, hence, ? ^ Th^fVi). Consequently, 03 h Th^fVl)
 and the result follows. H

 We now return to the proof of the Main Theorem.
 Since 21 satisfies LA[~ and LAj~ is axiomatized by a set of ?^-sentences, from

 Lemmas 1 and 2 it follows that Thnx(T) + Z>n()(2l) h LAj". Hence, there are a
 sequence of elements of 21, {ai : i e co}, and a sequence of A0-formulas of <S?,
 {Si(xo,..., xf) : i e co}, satisfying

 (i) 21 |= Si(a{).... ,af), for all / e co; and
 (ii) Thn](T) + {Si(a0,....ai): i e co} \~ LAf.

 Define 0 to be the following set of Xj -sentences:

 {3x0...3xi (f\Sk(x0....,xk)): i e co}.

 By (i), 21 |= 0; so 77zn, (T) + exp +0 is consistent. In addition, we have

 Lemma 3. ThU] (T) + 0 H LAJ".
 Proof of Lemma 3. Assume 03 \= ThU[ (T)+?. We must show that 03 is a model

 of LAj". Let (p be an axiom of LAj". By compactness, from (ii) it follows that there
 is m E co such that

 ThUl(T) + ?o(flo) +?\(ao,a\) H-\-?m(a^... ,am) h <p. ( )

 Since 03 |= 0, 03 |= 3x0 ... 3xm (/\kz=0?k(xQ.... ,xk)) and hence there exist
 bo.bm e 03 such that 03 |= /\ =0?k(bo.bk). Let 03' be the expansion of 03
 obtained by interpreting the constant symbols a0,.... am as the elements bo,..., bm,
 respectively. By ( ), 03' |= cp and consequently 03 |= (p. H

 So, 0 is a set of Xi-sentences satisfying that 77zn, (T) + exp +0 is consistent and
 implies LAj". However, by lemma 4.2 and theorem 4.14 of [3], this is impossible.
 For the sake of completeness, we include here a proof of this fact.

 Lemma 4. [3] Let T be a recursive theory. There is no set of l,\-sentences of'5?, T,
 satisfying that 77zn, (T) + exp +T is a consistent extension ofhAf.

 Proof of Lemma 4. We may assume that T implies IA0. Suppose that r ? Ei
 and Thu{ (T) + exp +r is consistent. Firstly, observe that
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 1074 CORD?N-FRANCO. FERN?NDEZ-MARGARIT. AND LARA-MART?N

 Claim. 77zn, (T)+exp +T does not imply the set of all true U\-sentences. Thn{ (JV).

 Proof is by contradiction. Assume Thu{(T) + exp +T h Thx\{ (JV) and let 03 be
 a model of Thn? (T) + exp +T. Then, J? <x 03 since ? |= ThU[ (^). Consequently.
 T is a set of true Si-sentences and hence IA0 h T. So, TTzn, (T7) + exp h T/zn, C^),
 which is impossible since TTznj (JV) is a ?^-complete set and T is a recursive theory.

 H

 By the Claim, there is 03 h ^n, (^) + exp +T satisfying OS ^ ThUl (^)- Hence,
 the submodel of the Si-definable elements of 03. J?\ (03), is nonstandard. Moreover,
 it holds that

 (i) ^i(Q5) h ThUi (T)+exp+T since ^ (03) -^ 03.
 (ii) JTi(03) ^ LAf. Assume that JTi(03) satisfies LAf. It easily follows from

 the fact every element of 3?\ (03) is Si-definable that 3?\ (03) also satisfies LAi.
 However, by a well-known theorem of [8], if 03 |= IA0 + exp and J?\ (03) is
 nonstandard, then BSi(= LAi) fails in ^(93). H

 This completes the proof of the Main Theorem. H
 We conclude this section with some remarks.

 (a) Observe that the totality of the exponentiation is only needed for the proof of
 Lemma 4; namely, in order to ensure that the submodel of the Si -definable elements
 3?\ (03) does not satisfy BSi. Moreover, by a result of Kaye-Paris-Dimitracopoulos
 (see theorem 2.9 of [7]), if 03 is a model of the scheme of induction for parameter
 free Hi-formulas in?~ then JTi(03) |= exp and, so, ^i(03) does not satisfy BSi.
 Consequently, the proof of the Main Theorem also gives us (recall that IIIj~ h LAf
 and ??Ij" is S2-axiomatized):

 Corollary 1. If T is recursive, then H\-maximal models w.r.t. T do not satisfy
 mr.

 In particular, IIIj~ fails in every Si-maximal model w.r.t. IAo.

 (b) From the Main Theorem and Corollary 1 we can derive the following improve
 ment of corollary 1.6 in [2], where the authors proved that there are no Si-maximal
 models w.r.t. T if T is recursive and IHf + exp ? T.

 Theorem 1. Let T be a recursive theory.

 1. IfXA?~ + exp ? T then there are no H\-maximal models w.r.t. T.
 2. IflTl^ ? T then there are no Si -maximal models w.r.t. T.

 (c) The arguments in the proof rapidly generalize to any n > 0. Namely, we have
 (observe that LA~+1 h ISf h exp for any n > 0):

 Theorem 2 (n > 0). Let T be a recursive theory. Then Y,n+\-maximalmodels w.r.t.

 T do not satisfy LA~+1.

 As a corollary we obtain that S?+i -maximal models w.r.t. IS,7 do not satisfy the
 Sw+i -collection scheme BS?+i for any n > 0.

 (d) Observe that we only make use of particular properties of LA j" in the proof of
 Lemma 4. For the rest of the proof of the Main Theorem, the only property of this
 theory that we use is the fact that it is S2-axiomatized. Hence, we have:
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 A NOTE ON I,-MAXIMAL MODELS  1075

 Proposition 1. IfT' ? S2 and there is no set ofH\-sentences of i?, T, such that
 Th\ix (T) + T is a consistent extension ofT\ then T' fails in every ^-maximalmodel
 w.r.t. T.

 The use of the set T ? Si cannot be dropped in the result above. For instance,
 if we put T = IAo and T' = IA0 + -> exp, then T' ? S2, T' has no consistent ni
 extensions and every Si-maximal model w.r.t. T does satisfy Tf, see Theorem 4 below

 (another counterexample can be obtained defining T ? T' = TT^^^IAo + exp),
 where ^(Si) denotes the set of boolean combinations of Si-sentences). Even more,
 it is easy to check that Proposition 1 is best possible in the following sense:

 Proposition 2. Suppose T' CS2. The following properties are equivalent:

 ( 1 ) There is a Si -maximal model w.r.t. Thn, (T) satisfying T'.
 (2) There is Y ? Si such that Th^ (T) -\-Y is a consistent extension ofT'.
 (3) There is Y ? Si such that ThufT) + Y is a consistent extension ofT'.

 Notice that Lemma 4 says that property (3) fails for T' = LAf + exp and T
 any recursive theory. Interestingly, in [3] we introduced the general notion of the
 type of a theory that constitutes a sufficient condition for property (3) to fail. If
 k,m > 1 and S has consistent n^-extensions, then we say that S is of type k ?* m
 if for every H^-extension of S, S', the set of all true Ylm-sentences is contained in
 S'. Reasoning as in the Claim in Lemma 4, it is easy to show that if T is recursive
 and T' is of type 2 ?> 1 then property (3) fails for T and T'. Consequently, we can
 now formulate the Main Theorem in a more general form as follows:

 Theorem 3.IfT is recursive, T' ? S2 and T' is of type 2 ?> 1, then T' fails in
 every Si -maximal model w.r.t. T.

 (e) It is open whether the totality of the exponentiation can be dropped in the Main
 Theorem, that is to say,

 Problem 2. Do H\-maximal models w.r.t. IAo satisfy Si-collection!

 Observe that by Lemma 1 and n2-conservativity between BSi and IA0 Problem 2
 can be restated as: Do there exist Hi-maximal models w.r.t. BL\1 This seems to be a

 hard question since it is connected with the End Extension Problem asking if every
 countable model of BSi has a proper end extension to a model of IAo- Concretely,
 it holds that

 Proposition 3. Suppose that 21 is Y.\-maximal w.r.t. IAo. Then 21 does not have
 proper end extensions to a model of IAo.

 Proof. By contradiction, assume that there is 03 |= IA0 such that 21 -<e0 03 and
 21 ^ 03. Since 21 is Si-maximal w.r.t. IA0, 21 <\ 03. By theorem B of [8] it follows
 from 21 -<\ 03 \= IA0 and 21 / 03 that 21 is a model of BS2. Hence, 21 is a Si -maximal

 model w.r.t. IAo satisfying LAf + exp, which is impossible. H

 Therefore, if there exists some countable Si -maximal model w.r.t. IA0 satisfying BSi,
 then the End Extension Problem has the negative answer. In addition, proving that
 BSi fails in every (countable) Si-maximal model w.r.t. IA0 gives the negative answer
 to a related question raised by Wilkie and Paris in [9] asking if IA0 + -> exp implies
 BSi. Concretely,

 Proposition 4. Suppose that IAo + " exp implies BSi. Then there is a Si -maximal
 model w.r.t. IAo satisfying EL\.
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 Proof. Let <p be a nj-sentence provable in IAo + exp but not in IAo. Let 21 be a
 model of IAo + -*p. Then there is 03 such that 21 -<o 23 and *B is Ei -maximal w.r.t.

 IAo. Since 21 -<q 03, 03 |= -i<p. Hence. 03 is a Ei-maximal model w.r.t. IAo satisfying
 BEi since IA0 + ~^<p h IAo + "> exp l~ BEi. H

 Observe that combining Propositions 3 and 4 we obtain another proof of a con
 cluding remark in [9] stating that either the End Extension Problem has the negative
 answer or IAo + ^ exp does not imply BEi.

 ?2. Ei -maximal models w.r.t. IAo. In Section 1 we have obtained that E] -maximal

 models w.r.t. IAo do not satisfy lllf (see Corollary 1). In this section we shall
 prove that Ei -maximal models w.r.t. IAo do not satisfy the ?i-consequences of
 IA0 + exp, 77zn, (IAo + exp). This is a stronger result since Thul (IAo + exp) C IITj~
 by theorem 2.9 of [7]. We shall derive this result from a theorem of Adamowicz
 in [1] stating that any maximal theory w.r.t. IAo is inconsistent with exp. Recall that
 a theory S is said to be maximal w.r.t. T if S ? Ej and S is maximal consistent
 with T, that is, there is no Ei -sentence consistent with S + T which is not already
 provable in S. The key observation is the following lemma relating Ei-maximal
 models and maximal theories.

 Lemma 5. Suppose T ? H? and S is a set of Y.\-sentences. The following are
 equivalent:

 (a) S is maximal w.r.t. T.
 (b) There exists 21 \= T such that 21 is I,\-maximal w.r.t. T and Th^ (21) = S.

 Proof, (a => b): Let 03 be a model of S + T. Since T ? U2, there is 21 |= T
 satisfying 03 -<q 21 and 21 is Ei -maximal w.r.t. T. Then 21 |~ S + T and hence
 S ? 77z?, (21). Moreover, since 77zi, (21) is consistent with 7" + S and S is maximal
 w.r.t. T,S = 77^,(21).

 (b => a): Let 21 be a model of T satisfying that 21 is Ei-maximal w.r.t. T and
 Tfe\ (21) = S. Clearly, S + T is consistent. To see that S is maximal consistent
 with T. it is enough to prove that 7%x, (03) ? S for every 03 |= S + 7\ Assume that
 03 is a model of S + T. Then

 Claim. T + Z>n?(2l) + ?>n()(03) ?s consistent.

 Proof is by contradiction. If not, there exist a e 21 and <p(x) e Ho such
 that 21 |= (p(a) and T + Z>n()(?) ^ -^(a ) Then T + ?>n008) h V* -.<p(jc) and,
 as a consequence, 03 |= \/x^<p(x). But 21 |= 3f(^(f) and 5 = 77^,(21); so.
 3f(^(x) E 5. Since 03 (= S\ 03 \=3xip(x), and this is a contradiction. H

 By the Claim, there exists ? \= T such that 21 -<o ? and 03 ^o ? Let ^ be a
 Ei-sentence such that 03 |= y/. Then, ? |= y/ since 03 -<q ?. But ? |= 71 and
 2t is Ei-maximal w.r.t. T, so 2t -<\ ? and we get that 21 |= y/. This proves that
 77ii, (03) ? S, as required. H
 It is easy to verify that S is maximal w.r.t. T if and only if S is maximal w.r.t. the
 ni-consequences of T, Thu,(T). Hence, in Lemma 5 we can drop the assumption
 that r?il] if we replace T by Thu?T) in the statement (b).

 Theorem 4. If 21 is a Y,\-maximal model w.r.t. IAo, then 21 does not satisfy
 7% (IAo + exp).
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 A NOTE ON 11-MAXIMAL MODELS  1077

 Proof. It suffices to show that 21 ?- exp. To see this, assume that 21 satisfies
 77?n, (IA0 + exp). Then there is 03 ?= IA0 + exp such that 21 -<0 03. Since 21 is
 Si-maximal w.r.t. IAo, 21 -<\ 03 and hence 21 also satisfies exp.

 Let us prove that 21 ? exp. Since 21 is Si-maximal w.r.t. IAo- from Lemma 5
 it follows that 77/1,(21) is a maximal theory w.r.t. IA0. So, by theorem 2 of [1]
 IAo + 77?x, (21) is inconsistent with exp. Consequently, 21 Y- exp. H

 In view of Theorem 4 we can strengthen Proposition 4 replacing "there is a Si
 maximal model w.r.t. IAo satisfying BSf'1 by "every Si-maximal model w.r.t. IAo
 satisfies BSf. As a consequence, in order to answer negatively the open question
 whether IAo -f ^ exp implies BSi it suffices to show that there is some Sj-maximal
 model w.r.t. IAo in which BSi fails.

 ?3. Concluding remarks. We finish with two general properties of Si-maximal
 models that constitute the arithmetic counterparts of old results on existentially
 closed models contained in [5]. These properties will allow us to obtain a slightly
 different, somehow more structural, proof of the Main Theorem. We think, however,
 that stating them explicitly is of independent interest.

 Proposition 5 (essentially, lemmas 1.8 and l.lOof [5]). Let 21.<B be models ofT.
 If*B is Hi-maximal w.r.t. T and% -<\ 03, then 21 is also Hi-maximal w.r.t. T.

 Proof. Let ? be a model of T satisfying 21 -<?0 ?.

 Claim. There is D f= T such that 21 -<0 ? -<0 D and^i -<0 03 -<0 33.

 Proof of the Claim. It is enough to prove that T -f 7)n?(03) -f T>n0(?) is con
 sistent. By contradiction, assume that T + 7)n?(03) + Z)n?(?) is inconsistent (we
 suppose that the elements of 21 are denoted in both diagrams by the same constants).

 Then there exist a G 21, b G *B - 21 and <p(x, y) G no such that 03 |= <p(a. b) and

 T + Dni){<t)\--?p(a,b)

 Then T + Z)n?(?) h ^y^^p(?.y) and. therefore, ? [= \/y^cp(a.y). Hence, 21 \=
 \/y^(p(a.y) since 21 -<0 <?. But it follows from 21 -<i <B that 03 |= Vj ->??(<?. y). In

 particular, 03 |= ~?p(a. b) and this contradicts ip(a. b) G 7)n()(03). H

 Let D be as in the Claim. To show that 21 -<\ ?. assume ? \= (f(a), where a G 21
 and ip(x) G Si. Then. D |= (p(a). Since 03 is Si-maximal w.r.t. T, 03 -<i ?>. So,
 Q3 \= <p{a) and hence 21 |= (p(a) since 21 -<i 03. H

 Corollary 2. Lei T be a ^-extension of IAo. 7/21 ?s Hi-maximal w.r.t. T, then
 3?\ (21) ?v also Hi-maximal w.r.t. T.

 Proposition 6 (essentially, proposition 1.14 of [5]). Let21 beaHi-maximalmodel
 w.r.t. T. Then,

 03 -<i 21=^03 <2 21.

 Proof. Supposed -<i 21. Firstly, observe that

 Claim. There is ? \= ThUx(T) such that 03 -<x 21 -<0 ? and03 -< ?.

 Proof of the Claim. It suffices to show that ThU[(T) + ED{*B) + Z)n?(2Q is
 consistent (again the elements of 03 are denoted in the elementary diagram of 03,
 ?7)(03). and in 7)n?(2l) by the same constants). By contradiction, assume that it is
 inconsistent. Then there exist ?> G 03. a G 21 ? 03 and cp(x. y) G Ho such that 21 \=
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 <p(b, a) and ThUl(T) +ED(<B) \-^<p(b,a). Then 77zn, (T) + ED(<B) hVj-^>(?./)
 and, therefore, 03 |= \/y-^<p(b,y). Since 03 -<\ 21, 21 |= Vy-^<p(b.y). In particular,

 21 |= ^ip(b, a), contradicting cp(b. a) E 7)nu(20- H
 Let ? be as in the Claim. By Lemma 1, 21 is Ei -maximal w.r.t. ThufT) and
 so 21 -<\ ?. To see that 03 -<2 21, assume 21 |= 3x<p(x.b), where b e 03 and
 <p e III. Since 21 -^ ?, ? |= 3x<?>(x.?). But 03 -< ? and hence 03 \= 3x<p(x.b), as
 required. H

 Corollary 3. Suppose IAo ? 7\ IfVlis'Li-maximalw.r.t. T,3?\($i) -<i 21.
 We can now derive a new version of our proof of the Main Theorem.

 Proof of teie Main Theorem (revisited): Let T be a recursive theory and let 21
 be Ei-maximal w.r.t. T (we may assume that T implies IAo). Then

 (i) 3?\ (21) <2 21 by Corollary 3.
 (ii) JTi(2t) is nonstandard. If not, from Lemma 1 and Corollary 2 it follows that

 JT = ^(21) is Ei-maximal w.r.t. ThUl (T). Hence, J? <\ 03 for each <B |= 71.
 So, T implies 77in, C^), which is impossible since T is recursive.

 By a well-known theorem of [8], ^ (21) )? BEi + exp. So, 3?x (21) ^ LAJ" + ex/7 since
 BEi = LAi and all elements of J?\ (21) are Ei -definable. Hence, LAj" + exp also fails
 in 21 (recall that 3?\ (21) -<2 21 and LAj" is axiomatized by a set of E2-sentences).
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